Pro’s Choice is the only manufacturer who produces soil conditioners utilizing a seven-step
process. The absorbent clay is mined, sized, dried, ground into specific particle sizes, dried
again, thermally optimized and de-dusted. This process is unique to Pro’s Choice and ensures
the highest quality products on the market today.
Because 100% of granules are ground and sized prior to the thermal optimizing processes,
each granule receives the full benefit of thermal optimization. In other processes, they dry the
clay before it is ground. This results in the surface being at a less than optimal moisture level,
which means lower liquid holding capacities and lower absorptivity.
Pro's Choice Infield Team
Pro's Choice products offer a whole team of products to help make your infield the best it can
be. Pro's Choice Red and Pro's Choice Select soil conditioners can be used in field construction
or as top dressing to eliminate compaction and improve playing surfaces. Pro Mound® packing
clay can be used to construct long-wearing and stable pitcher's mounds and batter's boxes.
Rapid Dry® drying agent can save the game by drying up puddles and slick spots after rain.
Product

U/M

Description

50 lb

Designed to meet the challenges of wet, dry or compacted infields, this unique durable granule helps
create passageways for drainage and eliminate compaction for truer bounces and safer play.

50 lb

This premium infield conditioner keeps infields smooth, safe and resilient. It's uniformly sized granules
and deep red color makes the perfect infield top dressing for professional looking infields.

50 lb

A unique blue gumbo packing clay, Pro Mound bonds to form a solid subsurface in the mound and
batters boxes that allows players to "dig in" and establish footing without leaving large holes. Also
available in preformed brick.

50 lb

Stay in the game with Rapid Dry drying agent. These tiny granules are designed to quickly wick away
excess water from your infield and keep your games playing safely and without delay.

50 lb

Pro’s Choice Pro Red premium topdressing provides exceptional deep red color to your infield to give it
the professional look of World Series Championship fields. Used by professional groundskeepers to
enhance the look of their field, Pro Red is the only red conditioner that maintains its rich red color.

Field Striping Materials
Product

U/M

Krylon Marking Paint

20 oz

Guide Line Marker

50 lb

Description
The leading aerosol marking paint for athletic ﬁelds. 12 x 20 oz case. Available in Athletic Field White
and Orange.
Premium Dry Athletic Field Marker for baseball diamonds and all athletic ﬁelds

Turf Blankets
Product
Field Saver Winter Turf Blankets

U/M
ea

Description
Durable 100% woven polypro fabric designed to last (3.0 oz./sy.). Re-usable storage bag included. Heavy-duty
spur brass grommets spaced 5' apart in 4-ply double stitched hem on all sides. Sod staples included for 5'
placement on all sides. AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES BY SPECIAL ORDER

